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Who are the Foreign Born in 

Our Community?

• Immigrant

• Asylum Seeker/Asylee

• Undocumented/”Out of Status”

• Diversity Visa Lottery Recipient

• Refugee



An Immigrant:

• Chooses to come to the US

• Has had time to prepare mentally, 

financially, and linguistically

• Comes through a job, for school, marriage 

to a US citizen, etc.

• Receives no government assistance

• Arrives with a financial support resources

• Comes legally, usually after a long wait



An Asylum Seeker:

• Has been forced to flee his country, but…has not been 

given refugee status

• Enters US legally (tourist, student, etc.) or illegally, and 

then seeks asylum status within the US, and then must 

prove it would be dangerous or fatal to return to the 

home country (due to religion, ethnicity, political belief, 

etc.) 

• Difficult to prove asylum cases, even with unique 

facts, evidence, and witness statements.



An Undocumented Immigrant:

• Arrives in the country illegally, or comes 

legally and overstays visa

• Often comes for economic as opposed to 

political reasons or persecution

• Often lives “under the radar” 

• Takes low-paid jobs, often paid in cash

• Does not qualify for public assistance 

or social security/green cards



A Diversity Lottery Recipient

• Wins a “lottery” in a “non-refugee” country

• Receives green card and social security 

card

• Receives no help from government

• Expected to be self-sufficient

A Diversity Lottery Visa 

Recipient:



A Refugee:

• Has been forced to flee his/her country due to war, 

genocide or persecution, NOT economic reasons

• As opposed to an asylum seeker, already has gotten 

refugee status before arriving in the USA

• Has not chosen to come; is seeking refuge

• Comes legally, usually after a long wait in a refugee 

camp

• Most often comes without resources or English

• Receives limited assistance from US govt.



Refugees:

“People who have fled their countries because of a well-

founded fear of persecution for reasons of their race, 

religion, nationality, political opinion, or membership in a 

particular social group, and who cannot or do not want to 

return.”

Source:  United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR)

• Immigrants are pulled out; refugees are 

pushed out. 

• Immigrants walk out; refugees run out.



• In 2016 1.49 million foreign born individuals legally moved to the US
•

Among these were 50,000 refugees, 50,000 diversity visa recipients, and 20,000 

Asylees

• Refugees DV Recipients Asylees Immmigrants

• D. R. Congo Uzbekistan China                       India

• Syria Ukraine El Salvador         China/Hong Kong

• Burma Egypt Guatemala                Mexico

• Iraq D. R. Congo Honduras                 Cuba

• Somalia Albania Mexico Philippines



World Refugee Situation 2019

• 79.5 million displaced people worldwide

• consisting of 26.0 million refugees

• 45.7 million internally displaced people

• 4.2 million asylum seekers

• 3.6 million displaced Venezuelans

•

40% are children

•

107,800 refugees resettled

•

Top 5 destination countries for asylum seekers:

• USA, Peru, Germany, France, Spain

•



How Does The Refugee Process 

Start?

• Generally, displaced or “ethnically cleansed” people flee to a 
neighboring country.  

• The UN sets up  temporary refugee camps in these countries, 
which are usually not ready or willing to accept refugees 
permanently.

• US officials (and officials from other countries) “vet” people to 
make sure they are not security risks and are true refugees.

• People must then wait until they are accepted into another 
country.





Travnik, Bosnia



Beach near Mogadishu, Somalia



Damascus, Syria



Aleppo, Syria



Refugee Camps

• No running water, heating or cooling

• Very basic foods (perhaps rice and beans)

• Limited medical care

• Threat of bandits or “enemies” from 

outside

• Tents or cabins—no furnishings

• Very crowded, often very dangerous



Mae La camp in 

Thailand for 

Burmese 

refugees

Kupljensko 

Refugee Camp for 

Bosnian refugees 

in Croatia, 1995



Kakuma Camp

Refugee 

camps in 

Kenya

Dadaab Camp

World’s largest:   200,000 people

150,000 people



Syrian refugee 

children play at an 

unofficial refugee 

camp in the area of 

Arida, north of Beirut

Syrian Karkamiş

refugee camp near 

the town of 

Gaziantep, Turkey.



Education in the Camps

What education exists is most often a 
makeshift school created by the 

refugees themselves.

Sometimes they were teachers in their 
country but often they are simply 

volunteers who want to do something 
for the children in the camps.



A Makeshift School in a Somali 

Camp in Yemen



Education in Akora Khattak Refugee 

Camp for Afghanis in Pakistan 



Camp in Chad for Sudanese 

Refugees



Kosovar Children in a Camp in Albania 

Getting Daily Food Ration



Collecting Water on the Outskirts of 

a Camp



Life in refugee camps is mostly a 

waiting game…..waiting for 

acceptance from a host country, or 

for the time when it is safe enough 

to go home.



Refugee Admissions to USA 2020
Source: Migration Policy Institute

•



Security Screening of Refugees Admitted to the US

• Geographically-Specific Trauma

• Registration for refugee status with The United Nations Refugee Agency, which includes…     

•Name   •   Date and place of birth   •   Existing identity documents   •   Marital status   •   Special protection 

and assistance needs   •   Level of education   •   Occupational skills   •   Ethnic origins   •   Religion   •   

Language   •   Household and family composition, including parents’ names (how many people, depth on 

relationships and roles, ages, location[s], etc.)   •   Date of arrival   •   Current location and address   • 

Place of origin   •   Photograph   •   Biological data     

• Receive referral from UNHCR to the United States (Less than 1% of registered refugees are resettled in 

any country, let alone the U.S)

• Begin screenings by The US Refugee Admissions Program (USRAP), which include...

• Complete in-depth, lengthy application

• Provide proof of persecution

• Provide a detailed affidavit explaining what happened and why they’re afraid to return to their home 

country

• Application review from nine government agencies (including FBI, Dept of Homeland Security, and 

National  Counterterrorism Center)

• Multiple interviews to verify application

• Fingerprints taken to rule out national safety threat

• Medical examinations to rule out national safety threat

• Comparison of application to other family members’ applications to find contradictions / verify truth

• Cultural orientation classes

• Receive approval to travel to the U.S., before which, more screenings will occur

Refugees must then apply for a green card within first year in the U.S., which triggers a new set of security 

procedures



What comes next?

In St Louis:   The International Institute

Figure 4. Refugee Arrivals by Initial State of Residence, 2015

Local refugee resettlement agencies contract to 
accept a certain number of refugees per month.



What do Refugee Resettlement Agencies 

Provide?

One-way plane ticket to the USA

(must be repaid, like a student loan)

Apartment/utilities paid 2 – 3 months

Minimal, basic (used) furniture/dishes, etc.

English classes

Job assistance and placement



•1200 Block of Hodiamont Courtesy of  Riverfront Times



3600 Block of Alberta Street



How Are Resettlement Agencies Funded?
• The Office of Refugee Resettlement provides a modest grant of $1,125 to 

resettlement agencies on a per capita basis. Those agencies are required 

to meet a variety of basic needs including housing, food and 

transportation costs for 90 days after arrival.



• Agencies must reach out to the community for charitable contributions to meet the 

funding gap, which averages $100 per refugee sponsored.

• To assist with initial transition, refugees are eligible for TANF benefits at MO State 

rates and Medicaid for no longer than eight months after arrival. 

• Since TANF rates are so low, most newly arrived refugees go to work as soon as 

they can find a job, regardless of their knowledge of English or previous work 

experience. For example, in 2014, the percent of families with at least one working 

adult was:

4 months after arrival: 67%

6 months after arrival: 85%

• Refugees sign a promissory note overseas and are required to begin repaying their 

travel loans to the UN travel contractor after six months of residence in the US. 

Travel can cost as much as $1,500/person. 

Refugees are expected to become self-sufficient very 

quickly.



Do refugees pay taxes?

YES!!



Why St. Louis?

St. Louis was selected as a primary 
resettlement city when Bosnians came in 
large numbers.

There hadn’t been a large concentration of 
refugees before.

They received a good welcome and were 
assimilated well.

St. Louis became known as a refugee-
friendly city.



Now what?
• Language

ESL classes

• Job / Employment

• Skills don’t transfer

• Language barrier

• Low-paying jobs

• Often 2-3 jobs

• Working with others from their country



Physical Health Problems

• Lack of Insurance
• “Refugee Medicaid” only 8 months

• Low-paying/part-time jobs rarely have (good) insurance

• Physical health often breaks down after arrival (during war 

people often stayed healthier)

• There is also a comorbidity and a notable link between mental 

disorders and costly, chronic medical conditions

• Many arrive with medical conditions from living in the cramped 

unsanitary environments of the camps.

• Due to lack of dental care, many come with severe dental 

problems



Mental Health Problems

• Anxiety and/or depression

• Post-traumatic stress disorder experienced by 
many, many refugees

• Often manifests itself as psychosomatic pain, 
sadness, “heaviness”….

“It is illusory to think that people can learn a new language and find work 

when they can’t function properly mentally. If we want quick integration, we 
need an immediate plan for mental health.”

Clinical psychologist Thomas Elbert, University of Konstanz in Germany 



Chronic and Persistent Symptoms

• Hyperarousal

• Irritability

• Sadness

• Fear

• Depression

• Lack of energy

• Hopelessness

• Nightmares

• Insomnia

• Hearing of voices

• Dissociation



Credit: Nature, October 10, 2016



Triggers

• 4th of July fireworks

• Sirens

• Uniformed and/or armed people

• Sudden noises

• Large crowds

• Television shows

• Smells

• Anniversaries



Perspectives on Mental Health

In the traditional countries that most of our refugees 

come from, there is a strong stigma attached to any 

mental illness.

• It is shameful, a taboo, stigmatized and unacceptable to discuss. 

• Some cultures perceive that supernatural forces/phenomena are 

responsible for mental health issues and consider them the result of 

wrath or denial of spirit or deities.

• Mental illness is viewed as a weakness and something that brings 

dishonor upon the individual and their family.



Self-Help

• Informal therapy – coffee and tea visits

• Talking with trusted relative or friend

• Reminiscing about life before conflict



Family Dynamics

• Women have rights/economic power

• Children learn English faster, wield power 

(often act as interpreters for family)

• Resulting in a loss of pride for some men



Loss of Control of Children

• Kids learn English quickly

• Kids get tough / take on “attitudes”

• Kids learn to wield their power

• Parents want to make up for inability to    

provide

• Parents don’t understand temptations and 

dangers

• Parents fear to discipline children



How Do Americans See Refugees?

• don’t pay taxes

• get free cars from the government

• take jobs from Americans

• sponge off the government

• are terrorists 

• are taking over the country



How Do Refugees See Americans?

• don’t know / speak to neighbors

• don’t walk – drive everywhere

• don’t discipline their children

• take drugs

• divorce often and easily

• don’t respect elders (retirement homes are scandalous)

• eat fast food every day / don’t cook

• don’t know geography / other countries

• think Africa is one country  



Democratic Republic of the Congo

aka Zaire

• Very rich in natural resources: exploited by 

Belgian King Leopold,

• Presidents Mobutu and Kabila

• Many ethnic groups and languages

• 1994: Hutu genocidaires fled to DRC from 

Rwanda, allied with Mobutu against Congolese 

Tutsis

• Rwandan troops invaded with Uganda, overthrew 

Mobutu, installed Kabila—who later went against 

Rwanda

• Zimbabwe, Namibia, Angola entered war on DRC 

side

• Conflict continues in the eastern DRC though 

peace treaties signed

• 5 million dead; the deadliest conflict since WW II

• Millions displaced; sexual violence used 

extensively



Bhutan

• Nepalese craftsmen invited by Bhutanese government 1620;

• Nepalese continued to immigrate into southern Bhutan

• By early 20th century, large community of Nepalis dominated

• southern Bhutan demographically and economically

• Nepalis were seen as separate and unwilling to integrate

• Bhutan Buddhist; Nepalis mostly Hindu

• More and more restrictive policies throughout 20th century

• Tension and conflict grew

• 1990s: “ethnic cleansing”—

• Nepalis fled to Nepal

• Refugee camps set up



Syria

• Arab Spring 2011

• uprising against President Assad, demanding reforms

• Assad’s government was secular, and religious minorities

• were treated equally as Muslims—equally harshly

• Assad responded with force against what

• came to be the Free Syrian Army

• Assad supported by Russia and Iran

• ISIS got involved

• Assad justified crackdown against

• Free Syrian Army

• 350,000 deaths

• Half of the population displaced



Iraq

• 2003: US-led forces invade, overthrow Saddam Hussein

• Saddam’s Ba’ath Party (secular) falls into disarray

• Sunnis lose power; Shiites take control, leading to sectarian violence

• ISIS comes into the fray

• Up to 500,000 deaths



Bosnia

• Formerly part of Yugoslavia, a multiethnic country led by Pres. Tito

• 1990s: Yugoslavia frays along ethnic lines and falls apart

• Bosnia is in the middle of Yugoslavia and the most diverse

• Pointing to past wrongs, nationalist Serbs carry out “ethnic

• cleansing” against Muslims (Bosniaks) and Catholics (Croats)

• Concentration camps, rape camps

• Over 100,000 deaths



Somalia

• President Siad Barre established Marxist government 1969

• After unsuccessful war with Ethiopia, Siad Barre overthrown 1991

• Power vacuum: Clan warfare, no central government

• Somali Bantus, descendants of slaves, became scapegoats and

• were given refugee status in US

• Ilhan Omar elected to Congress 2018; first refugee



Afghanistan

• A victim of geography, between powerful neighbors

• Historical crossroads on trade routes

• Previously Buddhist; Arabs brought Islam in 10th century

• Invaded by Britain 3 times in 19th and early 20th century, to control Russian influence

• 1978: Communist coup

• 1979-1989: War with Soviet Union by US-supported mujahideen

• 1992: Islamic State of Afghanistan created

• Ensuing years: fighting among various militias, including Taliban

• 1996: Taliban gains control

• US-led war begins October 2001

• (after 9/11)

• After 20 years, US pulls out August 2021

• Afghans who worked with US in jeopardy



Vietnam

• Historically occupied/dominated by China, France and Japan

• Vietnam War (called “American War” in Vietnam): 1955 - 1975

• (US pulled out in 1973)

• 3 Waves of Refugees from Vietnam:

• 1975: Elite; those with connections

• 1978-80: “Boat people”

• 1988-93: Amerasians/Military officers

• Officially atheist, but 15% Buddhist, 9% Christian

• Many celebrate Tet, Vietnamese New Year



Nigeria

• Most populous country in Africa

• Diverse; mostly Muslim north, Christian south

• “Nollywood”: Third largest film-producer

• Most Nigerians in St Louis are immigrants (not refugees), and professionals

• Ogoni refugees from southern Nigeria

• Biafra secessionist war, late 60s



Mexico

• About 37 million Americans of Mexican descent reside in the US, including 11 million 

born in Mexico

• Mexicans generally aren’t considered refugees, and only about 400 Mexicans are 

granted asylum per year, mostly through claims of persecution from drug cartels and 

gangs

• Many come through family relationships

• Others are undocumented and live

“in the shadows”

• Large parts of Mexico were ceded to

the US after the Mexican-American

War 



Working with 

Interpreters



Purpose of an 

Interpreter: 

“To facilitate communication between 

people who are speaking different 

languages.”



To Ensure Clear Communication, 

Interpreters Should:

• Give no opinions and no advice

• Share cultural insights if relevant to understanding 
the communication at hand

• Be as transparent as possible 

• Avoid forming a ‘connection to the client’

• Do an accurate interpretation, not a literal 
interpretation



Roles That are Inappropriate for an  

Interpreter:

• Interpreters can not be asked to do social work.

• Interpreters cannot not be the patient’s emotional 

support.

• Interpreters are not the patient’s friend.

• Interpreters cannot guarantee that the patient will 

be happy with the interview, pass the test, or act 

appropriately .

• Interpreters cannot guarantee that the provider will 

be happy.



Who is NOT an Appropriate Choice for 

an Interpreter? 

Friends / Family members  of the client’s 

confidentiality.

• Client may be reluctant to reveal important information.

• May interfere with familial relationships and hierarchies that are 

deeply rooted in culture.

• May answer questions for the client without asking the client first.

• May omit information, as a means of not wanting to embarrass or 

scare the client. 



• A person that has not demonstrated a high level 

of proficiency in both languages

• A person that has not received training in 

interpretation

• A person that does not have familiarity with the 

code of ethics and interpreting practices

Who is NOT an Appropriate Choice for 

an Interpreter? (cont.)



Considerations / Complications

• Fear of gossip

• Small communities: interpreter and client may          

know each other

• Ethnic differences 

(e.g., Hutu vs Tutsi; Serb vs Bosnian)

• Male / female dynamic

• Concerns? Call the interpreter provider!



Code of Ethics for Interpreters 

1.  Confidentiality

2.  Accuracy and Completeness

3.  Neutrality

4.  Maintenance of professional role boundaries

5.  Cultural awareness / Cultural bridging

6.  Competence and professional development

7.  Professional and ethical manner



Social Services
• Affordable Care Act 

Navigators

• Case Management for 
Seniors

– City Seniors over 60

• Medicare Counseling

• Application Assistance
– Seniors/Disability

• Citizenship Assistance

• Senior Center

• Interpretation

Mental Health

• Care Access to New Americans/ 
Torture Survivors

• Case Management

• Therapy

• Citizenship

• Project Safe Space

• Journey to Wellness

• Steps to Better Health

Bilingual International Programs


